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Welcome to the world of HotDish, where knowing your way around the kitchen is a recipe for success!

Build your career one dish at a time as you start at the botto 5d3b920ae0
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My grandchildren (granddaughters) enjoy this game very much. Perhaps this is the audience the game is aimed for. And for
young girls it seems to work well. I've played through and to me it seemed a bit repetitive, but kids don't seem to be bothered by
that and just enjoy it for what it is. No necessary reading skills, so language isn't important really. There are a lot of graphics
that do the explaining when its needed. And the graphics are pretty good. I haven't seen problems with bugs although the low
screen resolution is a bother, but my computer handles it just fine. If you have girls 6 - 12 I would recommend this. And good
games for girls are had to find.. A facebook game wihtout facebook. Fun, relaxing series of minigames and time management. I
suck at it, but it was a decent distraction for a while. Best of all, it's a facebook game wihtOUT facebook involved, so, big stars
for that.. Waiting for the Game of the Year edition to come out.. Waiting for the Game of the Year edition to come out.. A
facebook game wihtout facebook. Fun, relaxing series of minigames and time management. I suck at it, but it was a decent
distraction for a while. Best of all, it's a facebook game wihtOUT facebook involved, so, big stars for that.. I generally like
cooking/restaurant games, and I tried to enjoy this one, but the game is just bad designed. It's anything but "player-friendly".
The control to stir your meals is awful, which happens by clicking and moving your mouse which isn't even always be
recognized by the game. As this is one of the main game mechanics, there should (must) be a better solution or alternative. One
(easy) way to implement more comfort for the player would be to replace the hold mouse button with another key of the
keyboard (x, c, .) and only move the mouse without needing to push the mouse button. - It could be solved so easily! And I can't
understand, why the devs haven't done anything about this yet. So this is really a big issue. Gameplay shouldn't be annoying.
Unfortunately there's not much, the game else would have to offer. Graphics are boring, sounds aswell. The voice acting isn't
outstanding either. I didn't come to see much of gameplay elements during those 30 minutes, except for unlocking meals.. It's a
little ones click cooking game. Not bad for what it is but don't spend more than $5 on it.. Waiting for the Game of the Year
edition to come out.. I generally like cooking/restaurant games, and I tried to enjoy this one, but the game is just bad designed.
It's anything but "player-friendly". The control to stir your meals is awful, which happens by clicking and moving your mouse
which isn't even always be recognized by the game. As this is one of the main game mechanics, there should (must) be a better
solution or alternative. One (easy) way to implement more comfort for the player would be to replace the hold mouse button
with another key of the keyboard (x, c, .) and only move the mouse without needing to push the mouse button. - It could be
solved so easily! And I can't understand, why the devs haven't done anything about this yet. So this is really a big issue.
Gameplay shouldn't be annoying. Unfortunately there's not much, the game else would have to offer. Graphics are boring,
sounds aswell. The voice acting isn't outstanding either. I didn't come to see much of gameplay elements during those 30
minutes, except for unlocking meals.
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